The Discipline Code is a partnership between Educare House, parents and students.

Our rules are simple; they are basic rules which are easy to follow at home

- No disrupting of other pupils games or their right to education. Lions to aftercare classes
- No insolence towards teachers and staff. All classes
- No back-chatting. - All classes
- No writing on any walls or littering. - All classes
- No defacing or destroying of school equipment.- All classes
- No swearing.- All classes
- Refrain from unruly behaviour and rough play. All classes
- No pupil shall in any manner bring the name of the school into disrepute. Lions to aftercare classes

We will not tolerate any form of:

- Verbal abuse between children or staff
- Racism in any form
- Religious discrimination
- Intimidation
- Fighting, assault or bullying, forming clicks which exclude other children for whatever reason,
- Refusing to do homework unless permission has been given by a parent
- Stealing or lying.

Aftercare and Grade R Pupils must stand aside for adults to pass and must greet them politely. Gates should be opened for adults

CONTRAVENTION OF THE SCHOOL RULES
Learners who contravene the school rules may be punished by:
Having certain privileges withdrawn;
Being made to compensate for property negligently or wilfully damaged, defaced, soiled or taken without permission;
Issuing of order marks : Two order marks will result in meetings being called with the Parents;
Writing out of school rules if they are attending the aftercare from Grade 1 to 7
Being given school community service, or other suitable tasks, to perform, issued by the Management staff
Headmaster’s special detention – Final Warning;
Suspension and disciplinary hearing with the Management staff of Educare House.
Recommendation for expulsion. Family